Are Surgical Implant Bills Creating Big Headaches?
Surgical implants are big ticket items that are wreaking havoc on workers’ compensation medical costs. The costs for these surgeries vary significantly across jurisdictions and even amongst hospital systems within a jurisdiction. Seen as a high-profit opportunity in a time when profits are being squeezed elsewhere, hospital systems are submitting big bills for the surgery and hardware, sometimes marking up implants 500 percent.

All of this creates incredible pressure for claims professionals and payers who have to determine next steps for this bill while under a jurisdictional time clock and then find ways to adjust the process for the rest of the claims professionals. Adjusters cannot be expected to properly review and challenge complicated implant surgery bills, and thousands of dollars can be lost as a result.

Automatically Catch and Dissect Implant Bills Early to Save 50% or More
Adding our claims processing platform, CLAIMExpert to your claims administration system will keep you on top of these and other emerging cost drivers early in your claims process. CLAIMExpert analyzes every incoming document at a line item level and automatically takes the jurisdictionally appropriate actions before your adjusters have to do anything. Don’t waste time and effort by waiting until the end of your process to have a bill reviewed.

Arm Your Adjusters with Tools to Reduce Your Cost of Risk
Are you being asked to pay for all of the parts in implant kit even though not all of them were used? Is the surgery to replace an implant the result of a recall, something that you shouldn’t be paying for at all? These are just a few of the questions facing adjusters on top of all the other daily jurisdictional challenges. CLAIMExpert reviews all incoming documents, looking for these types of concerns, and automatically taking the appropriate action to involve others or request more information.

Future-Proof Your Claims Operations.
Implants are just the latest challenge to workers’ comp costs. Being SaaS-based, CLAIMExpert is constantly updated to reflect the latest cost containment strategies without you or your partners making costly software updates. CLAIMExpert gives you the latest tools to control costs.

Learn More About How Acrometis Can Help Reduce Your Surgical Implant Costs
Visit www.Acrometis.com or call 855.282.1476 to learn how we can help you reduce your cost of risk.